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a b s t r a c t 

Radiofrequency (RF) is increasingly used as an aesthetic treatment 

for a variety of purposes ranging from the treatment of acne scar- 

ring, cellulite correction and skin and soft tissue rejuvenation. The 

majority of patients experience no complications, and the treat- 

ment is therefore also frequently administered by non-medically 

trained staff. We present a patient, who developed severe 3rd de- 

gree burn after RF treatment requiring reconstructive surgery with 

a split thickness skin graft. 

© 2022 Centre hospitalier universitaire vaudois. Published by 

Elsevier Ltd on behalf of British Association of Plastic, 

Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons. 
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Radiofrequency (RF) is a commonly used treatment in the field of aesthetic medicine. 1 Unlike

asers, RF does not target specific chromophores by selective photo thermolysis. Instead, RF gener-

tes heat resulting from different tissue resistances to the electro-magnetic current. 2 The very fast

scillations of one or two electrodes creates heat by friction. This heat causes the temperature in the

arget cells to rise to around 40–45 ° leading to the denaturation of proteins and collagen. 
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Figure 1. (a) Day 2 after the initial treatment. (b) Day 2 after blisters debridment. 

Figure 2. Week 2 after the treatment: deepening of the burn. 
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Figure 3. Week 4. 
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Complications like second and third degree burn injuries are usually described in percutaneous

adiofrequency treatment but not with transcutaneous radiofrequency alone. 3 

We present a patient who underwent monopolar radiofrequency as an anti-cellulite treatment,

ho developed a third-degree burn injury in the left lower leg after RF treatment. To our knowledge,

his progressive pattern of a burn after percutaneous radiofrequency has not previously been reported.

ase presentation 

A 28-year-old woman presented with a superficial burn on her left lower leg overlying a part of a

attoo covering half of her lower leg ( Figure 1 ). She underwent aesthetic RF therapy as an anti-cellulite

reatment in a cosmetic institute for both of her lower legs two days prior to the presentation in our

linic. The same treatment has been performed in both of her legs. Only the left sided lower leg had

 tattoo. The treatment has been performed by a cosmetic institute with no medical staff supervision.

he approach has been within a standardized protocol and similar parameters had been used on both

egs. A monopolar RF machine has been used for the treatment. 

The initial treatment of the burn has been started in another hospital with an application of sul-

adiazin silver cream (Flammazine R ©, Alliance pharmaceuticals GmbH, Uster Switzerland). The patient

ad no comorbidities and never had any other aesthetic treatment. On examination the patient pre-

ented two blisters, measuring about 3cm 

2 each. We performed an initial debridement of the blisters

nd started a treatment with natriumhyaluronat and sulfadiazin silver cream (Ialugen plus R ©, ISBA

nstitute Biochimique SA, Pambio-Noranco Switzerland) ( Figure 2 ). 

Two weeks later the burn progressed into an intermediate burn, showing already some signs of

ecrosis in the centre of the wound ( Figure 3 ). We pursued our initial treatment with a regular follow
23 
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Figure 4. Week: post necrosectomy status in the operating room. 
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p to leave time for demarcation. 4 weeks post RF both wounds presented with a third degree burn

ecrosis, requiring debridement in the OR ( Figure 4 ). 

During the intervention we confirmed full thickness skin necrosis, requiring debridement down to

he adipose tissue (Figure 5). We covered the wounds with a split thickness skin graft taken from her

eft thigh. We used a tie-over bolster dressing for 5 days. 

The post-operative course has been without any complication and an excellent healing progression.

iscussion 

Transcutaneous RF is known to have minimal complications. Major complications are considered

o be those that require further treatment, whether that consists of a surgical revision or alternative

reatment. Those complications are usually only described when using percutaneous RF. 3 

The burn pattern in our patient, developing from a superficial second degree burn into a deep

kin necrosis is rather unusual. Normally first- and superficial second-degree burn is healing with a

onservative treatment without any scar development. 4 This might be due to the fact, that the burn

as developed in the depth, causing vascular compromise to the superficial adjected skin area. 

The reason for a third-degree burn in our patient might be her tattoo, although there is no relation

escribed in literature between RF and tattoo. However, RF-induced heating of single and multiple tat-

oos during magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) confirms, that factors like tattoo pigment, tattoo shape,

attoo thickness, multiple tattoos, the gap between tattoos, position of tattoos on a human phantom,

nd conductivity of iron oxide, may introduce higher RF-introduced heating. The radio frequency of

RI interacts with the ferromagnetic material found in tattoos, especially iron oxide. 5 It is therefore
24 
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ossible, that the different depths of the ink of the tattoo and its ferromagnetic material have caused

ising temperature over 45 °, leading to a denaturation of proteins and burn. 

onclusion 

Severe complications with RF treatment have only been described in transcutaneous aesthetic

reatment. The lack of knowledge about the exact mechanisms of burn injuries in RF, makes it a

otentially more dangerous treatment than thought before. Patients with tattoos should be advised to

void aesthetic treatments with RF. Furthermore, it seems to be important to do further research on

he exact mechanisms between tattoos and percutaneous radiofrequency that can lead to important

esthetic consequences. 
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